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What we are doing: 
 
The design and technology projects are well sequenced to provide a coherent subject scheme 
that develops children’s designing, planning, making and evaluating skills.  
 
Each project is based around a design and technology subject focus of structures, mechanisms, 
cooking and nutrition or textiles.  
 
Where possible, meaningful links to other areas of the curriculum have been made. For example, 

the cooking and nutrition project Eat the Seasons is taught alongside the geography project Sow, 
Grow and Farm. All the projects follow a structure where children are introduced to key concepts 

and build up knowledge and skills over time, using a more comprehensive range of equipment and 
building, cutting, joining, finishing and cooking techniques as they progress through school. 
 
All projects contain focused, practical tasks in the Develop stage to help children gain the knowledge 
and skills needed to complete their Innovate tasks independently.  
 
Throughout Key Stages 1 and 2, children build up their knowledge and unde rstanding of the design 
process. They design, make, test and evaluate their products to match specific design criteria and 
ensure they fit their purpose. Throughout the projects, children are taught to work hygienically and 
safely. 
 
How our DT curriculum builds over Key Stages: 
 
Key Stage 1 
 
In the autumn term of Year 1, children begin to learn about structures in the project Shade and 
Shelter before designing and making a shelter. In the spring term project Taxi!, they learn the term 

‘mechanism’ and assemble and test wheels and axles. In the summer term, children begin to learn 
about food sources in the project Chop, Slice and Mash and use simple preparation techniques to 

create a supermarket sandwich. 
 
In the autumn term of Year 2, children learn more about food in the project Remarkable Recipes, 

where they find out about food sources, follow recipes and learn simple cooking techniques. In the 

spring term project Beach Hut, children develop their knowledge of structures further, learning to 
cut, join and strengthen wood for the first time. In the summer term, children begin to develop their 

understanding of textiles in Cut, Stitch and Join. They learn to sew a simple running stitch, use 

pattern pieces and add simple embellishments. They also continue to learn about mechanisms in 

the project Push and Pull by using sliders, levers and linkages in products. 
 
Lower Key Stage 2 
 
In the autumn term of Year 3, children continue to learn about food, understanding the concept of a 

balanced diet and making healthy meals in the project Cook Well, Eatwell. In the spring term project 

Making it Move, children extend their understanding of mechanisms by exploring cams and using joining 

and finishing techniques to make automaton toys. In the summer term project Greenhouse, they 

continue to develop their knowledge of structures, using triangles and braces for strength. They design 

and build a greenhouse, using their understanding of opacity and transparency and the needs 



 

of plants from science learning to inform their design. In the autumn term of Year 4, children 

continue to develop their understanding of food in the project Fresh Food, Good Food. They learn 
about food safety and preservation technologies before designing and making packaging for a 

healthy snack. During the spring term project Functional and Fancy Fabrics, children continue to 

explore textiles, learning about the work of William Morris before designing, embellishing and 

finishing a fabric sample. In the summer term project Tomb Builders, they build on their knowledge 

of mechanisms, learning about six simple machines and using their knowledge to create a lifting or 

moving device prototype. They also explore and use electrical systems and IT monitoring and control 

in the science project Electrical Circuits and Conductors for the first time. 
 

Upper Key Stage 2 
 

In the autumn term of Year 5, children deepen their understanding of mechanisms by studying 

pneumatic systems in the project Moving Mechanisms. They learn about the forces at play and 

create a prototype for a functional, pneumatic machine. In the project Eat the Seasons, children 

continue to explore food and nutrition, learning about seasonal foods and the benefits of eating 

seasonally. In the summer term, they learn more about structures in the project Architecture, 

studying the history of architecture and developing new ways to create structural strength and 

stability. They use computer-aided design and consolidate their making skills to produce scale 

models. They also explore the electrical conductivity of materials in Properties and Changes of 

Materials. 
 

In the autumn term of Year 6, the children extend their knowledge of textiles by learning new 

stitches to join fabrics and using pattern pieces to create a range of products Make Do and Mend. 

In the spring term project Engineer, children consolidate their knowledge of structures, joining and 
strengthening techniques and electrical systems by completing a bridge-building challenge. In the 

summer term project, children learn about processed and whole foods in the project Food for Life, 

creating healthy menus from unprocessed foods. 
 

What we do when: 
 

        Autumn   Spring  Summer 
               

 Recepti on Develop small motor Return to building on Create collaboratively, 

       skills so children can previous learning and sharing ideas, 

       use a range of tools refining ideas resources and skills. 

       competently       

   Year 1 Shade and shelter Taxi! Chop, slice mash 
        

   Year 2 Remarkable Recipes Beach Hut Cut Stitch Join/Push + 

             Pull 

   Year 3  Cook well/Eat well Making it move Greenhouse 
       

   Year 4 Fresh food, Good food Functional Fancy Tomb Builders 

          Fabrics    
   Year 5  Moving Mechanisms Eat the Seasons Architecture 
       

   Year 6 Make Do and Mend Engineer Food for life 
 



 
 
 

 

What each unit entails: 
 

Year 1: 
 

Shade and Shelter: 
 

Children will learn the names and functions of different shelters and observe the similarities and 
differences. Children will revisit the names and properties of materials introduced in the Early 
Years and work alongside the Science topic of Everyday Materials. From this, children will 
investigate a range of materials and decide why they have been used to build differing shelters. 
 

Children are also introduced to design criteria. The will design and create a prototype shelter to 
fulfil a given brief. They then design a play den to a set of design criteria and work with a supervised 

group to build their play den, constructing, strengthening and fixing materials carefully and safely. 
They will evaluate their construction verbally and make changes and improvements to their design 

before evaluating their final product. 
 

Taxi! 
 

Children will revisit parts of a vehicle including wheels, axles and chassis – building on construction 
activities in the Early Years. They will explore different methods of making axles and fitting wheels to 
a chassis, comparing products and using what they learn to design and create a moving model of a 

taxi, according to given design criteria. 
 

Chop, Slice and Mash: 
 

Children will learn about food and their sources. They learn about preparing food and discover that 
peeling, tearing, slicing, chopping, mashing and grating are forms of food preparation. They also 
learn about the importance of good hygiene. 
 

The children use preparatory techniques to make a healthy salad before tasting and evaluating their 
dish. They also design a sandwich, choosing and preparing the ingredients to make them healthy, 

tasty and easy to eat on the go. There is a clear progression in our food technology curriculum here 

at Bethersden. As a child goes through their Bethersden career they will look at all stages of food 

preparation, health and safety, seasonality and packaging. The thread is: Chop Slice and Mash, 
Remarkable Recipes, Cook Well Eatwell, Fresh Food and Good Food, Eat the Seasons and Food for 

Life. 
 
 
 

Year 2: 
 

Remarkable Recipes: 
 

In this project children learn more about the origins and food first explored in the year 1 project 

Chop, Slice and Mash. They learn about the parts of the plants we eat and the variety of foods that 

come from animal sources. They explore tools used for food preparation and decide which tool is 
best for a specific task. Children discover why some foods are cooked and learn to read a simple 

recipe. The choose a new, healthy school lunch recipe that fits a set of criteria. They make, taste 

and evaluate their chosen recipe and decide if it should be included on the school menu. 



 

 

Beach Hut: 
 

A companion project to the Geography driven project of  Coastline and connects with children’s 
understanding of human features of the coast. In this project children learn about methods of 

strengthening and joining materials and develop their woodworking skills to make box frames. They 

use this learning to design and build a sturdy and attractive beach hut structure according to given 
design criteria. This unit builds on the structural knowledge accrued in Year 1’s Shade and Shelter 

and will be a recurring theme in our DT curriculum (e.g. Year 5’s  Architecture). 
 

Cut, Stitch and Join: 
 

Children will build on their knowledge of joining materials from the year 1 project of  Funny Faces 

and Fabulous Features and materials studied in Year 1’s Everyday Materials. They are introduced to 

the contemporary designer Kath Kidston and observe the function and characteristics of the brand. 
Children will have met many famous artists and will continue to meet famous designers such as 

William Morris in Year 4’s Functional and Fancy Fabrics and Isambard Kingdom Brunel is Year 6’s 

Engineer. They explore the purpose of a sewing pattern and investigate ways in which fabrics are  

joined and fastened. 
 

Children practise joining fabrics using glue and running stitches. They observe and explore ways to 
embellish fabrics using simple printing and adding sewn embellishments such as buttons, sequins 
and applique. Children follow simple patterns to make a sewn bag tag.  
 

Push and Pull: 
 

Children will learn that machines make work easier and define the term ‘mechanism’. They 

explore levers, linkages and sliders and make moving models of all three using joining and finishing 
techniques. Children apply their learning to design and make greeting cards using these 

mechanisms. The knowledge and skills of mechanisms are repeated and built upon through study 

into gears, levers and pneumatics in Year 3’s Making it Move, Year 4’s Tomb Builders and Year 5’s 
Moving Mechanisms. 
 

Year 3: 
 

Cook Well and Eatwell: 
 

Children will learn about food groups and the Eatwell guide. They build on learning about why 
foods are cooked from the year 2 project Remarkable Recipes by learning about cooking methods, 

such as baking, boiling, steaming roasting and slow cooking. They practise these methods by 
cooking potatoes and ratatouille. The children choose and make a taco filling, then evaluate their 

final product. 
 

Making it Move: 
 

Children will be revisiting their knowledge of machines. They will recap learning about levers, 
linkages, sliders, wheels and axles from the year 2 project Push and Pull. Children are introduced to 
the cam mechanism and its parts. They understand that cams can be different shapes and carry 
out an investigation to describe their movements. 
 

Children will discover that automata are machines that operate mainly by themselves. They use their 
knowledge of cam mechanisms and their cutting, joining and finishing skills to design and make a 



 
child’s automaton toy and will evaluate their product. Children will build on their mechanics 
knowledge in Year 4’s Tomb Builder and Year 5’s Moving Mechanisms. 
 

Greenhouse: 
 

Children will investigate greenhouses, studying their design and materials. They create solid and robust 

structures and frameworks to make mini greenhouse prototypes using various materials and suitable 

strengthening, finishing and joining techniques. The idea of greenhouses ties in with a food technology 

theme of seasonality explored throughout the curriculum. Children will use their knowledge of materials 

and construction seen in Year 1’s Shade and Shelter and Year 2’s Beach Hut. 
 
 
 
 

 

Year 4: 
 

Fresh Food, Good Food: 
 

Children will learn why food deteriorates over time, including the role played by micro organisms. 

They will study inventions and preservation methods such as drying, canning, pasteurising and 
cooling which are used to prolong the shelf life of the food. Children will learn about the 
chronology of food packaging inventions and how these have changed everyday lives. 
 

Children will investigate a range of food packaging, looking at how it keeps food fresh, the origins 
off the food and whether the packaging is recyclable. They learn about the factors involved in 
packaging design, including the use of nets and recyclable material. 
 

Children will build on the year 3 project of Cook Well, Eatwell to follow healthy snack recipes 
before designing and creating a packaged snack that stays fresh for several hours. They will 
evaluate the snack and packaging, highlighting successes and suggesting improvements. 
 

Functional and Fancy Fabrics: 
 

Children re-visit the idea of using fabric to create products previously studied in the year 2 
project Cut, Stitch and Join. They explore how fabric products are used in the home and examine 

the relationship between functionality and decoration. Children study British textile designer 

William Morris are inspired to create printed fabrics, finishing them with a sewn hem and 
embellishment. This unit is taught after the Art topic of Warp and Weft to reaffirm how textiles 

and fabrics have been used across time. 
 

Tomb Builders: 
 

Taught alongside the history topic Ancient Civilisations connects with children’s understanding of 

the significance of ancient buildings. Children will revisit learning about mechanisms from year 2’s 

Push and Pull and year 3’s Making It Move topics by exploring simple machines, including pulleys, 
levers, wheels, axles, inclined planes and screws. They will also learn how simple machines are used 

in conjunction to make compound machines. They use this learning to understand how ancient 

builders created significant structures, then plan and build a machine prototype that may have been 
useful in the past. 



Year 5: 
 

Moving Mechanisms: 
 

Children will learn about pneumatic systems. The will use skills they have used in this and other 

projects to plan, design and make a machine prototype featuring a pneumatic system and a sturdy 
structure using appropriate materials and joining techniques. Children will also learn about the  

design process and evaluate their product as it progresses. Children will evaluate finished products 

as per the design criteria to determine their success. This unit is the culmination of our work on 

mechanisms that has taken in the units of Making It Move and Tomb Builders. Children will use 

apply this knowledge when looking at mechanical structures in Year 6’s  Engineer. 
 
 
 

Eat the Seasons: 
 

This project is taught alongside Sow, Grow and Farm to connect with children’s understanding of 

the seasons and seasonal food. Children will build on the concept of seasonality to understand 
benefits for producers, sellers and consumers. They’ll use a seasonal calendar to identify soup 

recipes that can be created using seasonal produce and use skills gained in previous projects such as 

year 3’s Cook Well, Eatwell. They will use what they have learned to plan and make a nutritional, 
seasonal soup – evaluating for taste, appearance and nutritional value. 
 
 
 

Architecture: 
 

This project is taught alongside Groundbreaking Greeks and will connect children’s understanding of 
chronology and architectural styles. Children will learn about architecture and technology from 

prehistoric, to ancient Egyptian, Classical, Gothic, Renaissance, Baroque, Industrial, Modernist, Post 

Modernist and Sustainable. This introductory knowledge will provide the basis for the Year 6 unit 

Engineer, and will see the children appreciate how architecture changes over time. They will 
explore Greek architecture in detail, identifying features and materials e.g. columns, pediments and 

friezes.  
 
 
 

 

Year 6: 
Make Do and Mend: 
 

This project is taught alongside Britain at War and connects children understanding of the Make Do 

and Mend campaign on everyday life during and after the Second World War. Children will 
investigate existing clothing for fabric, function, features and fastenings, and assess the possibilities 

for repurposing garments. Children will revisit and practise stitching techniques from the year 4 

topic Functional and Fancy Fabrics including running and blanket stitches, then use their skills to 

repair an item of clothing. To conclude the project, children complete a sewing challenge to make 
something from recycled fabrics. 



 
 

 

Engineer: 
 

Children will learn about the role of an engineer and discover some of the most remarkable 

structures in history. They study the form and function of significant bridges, learning to identify 

features such as beams, arches and trusses and discovering why some bridges lift and move. 
Children will make models and prototypes before completing a bridge building engineering 

challenge. Children will have to pull together their knowledge of structure, materials and 

mechanisms to be successful in this unit. 
 

Food For Life: 
 

Children will learn about processed foods, including minimally processed and ultra-processed 
foods. They also learn about food labelling. They compare processed and homemade bread for 
their number of ingredients, nutritional value, taste, texture and longevity. The children learn 
about whole and organic foods and their pros and cons. They make pasta sauces using whole food 
ingredients and a range of preparation techniques practised in previous projects. The children will 
design a healthy daily menu for an 11-year old child that meets a set of design criteria. They justify 
their choices before preparing one of the meals. This will be the culmination of the children’s food 
technology education at Bethersden. 
 
 
 
 



 


